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Michigan Manufacturer Hosts Fireworks Celebration In Hometown for 10th Straight Year 
Full Spectrum Solutions, Inc. Sponsors 10

th
 Annual Fireworks Show While Donating All Proceeds to Boy Scouts of Camp Teetonkah 

 

JACKSON, MICHIGAN – June 23
rd

, 2014 – For the past nine years, the owners of Full Spectrum Solutions, Inc., Mike and Diane 

Nevins, have financed, organized, and partnered with the Boy Scouts of America to hold the 2-day, 4th of July fireworks show that is 

displayed over the waters at Big Wolf Lake. This event supports the Jackson Community and the Boy Scouts of America Camp 

Teetonkah and is one of largest and most beautiful displays in Michigan.   

Over 11,000 attendees watched in 2013 as Mike and Cal Nevins, founders of Wolf Lake Pyro, set off several hundred fireworks taking 

up the better part of their Monday evening.  This July 4
th

, the Nevins’s are anticipating an even bigger show being ignited from the 

Camp Teetonkah site. 

As this is the 10
th

 annual show for Wolf Lake, the benefits of being able to use the land at Camp Teetonkah are two-fold.  “Watching a 

fireworks show over the lake is an entirely different experience for the community than watching a show over land. The reflection of the 

fireworks on the water enhances the overall experience,” said Cal Nevins. 

Safety is the second major benefit the campsite offers. "It's important that we keep a minimum safety distance of 1,000 feet in the event 

of premature detonation of a shell," stated Mike Nevins. "Using the camp is essential because we automatically have protection on 

three sides. The only people we have to worry about are the ones on the lake and we're able to setup far enough back that it isn't a 

problem." 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Businesses that have partnered with Full Spectrum Solutions, Inc. this year are the Walton Agency, Comerica, American 1, Marcos 

Pizza, Kelly Fuels, Right At Home, West Texas BBQ, Kelly Services, Christoff & Sons Floor Covering, The Craft Agency, and Quality 

Glass. 

All sponsorships will help the Southern Shores Council continue to hold outdoor programs such as leadership training, conservation 

classes, and conflict resolution for the Boy Scouts at Camp Teetonkah. 

### 

About Full Spectrum Solutions:  Full Spectrum Solutions has quickly become a leading manufacturer of energy-efficient lighting solutions for 

residential, commercial and industrial applications. By working with renowned research partners and testing facilities, including the California Lighting 

Technology Center at UC Davis and the Enhanced Spectrum Lab at the University of Michigan, Full Spectrum Solutions, Inc. offers more than 200 

lighting solutions marketed today under the names BlueMax™, UltraLux® and EverLast®.  

For additional product information, visit www.fullspectrumsolutions.com, or call 888-383-7578. 

For press inquiries, contact Kyle Leighton at 517-783-3800 ext.231 or email at kyle@everlastlight.com.   

If you would like to support Full Spectrum Solutions, please follow Full Spectrum Solutions on Twitter or visit them on Facebook.  
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